Lactate prevents the alterations in tissue amino acids, decline in ATP, and cell damage due to aglycemia in retina.
Under conditions of energy impairment, CNS tissue can utilize substrates other than glucose to maintain energy metabolism. Retinas produce large amounts of lactate, although it has not been shown that lactate can be utilized by retina to prevent the cell damage associated with hypoglycemia. To investigate this, intact, isolated retinas were subjected to aglycemic conditions in the presence or absence of 20 mM lactate. Retinas incubated in the absence of glucose for 60 min showed a threefold elevation in tissue aspartate and 60% decreases in tissue glutamate and glutamine, demonstrating a mobilization of carbon from glutamine and glutamate to the tricarboxylic acid cycle. Lactate prevented these changes in tissue amino acids, indicating metabolism of lactate with sparing of tissue glutamate and glutamine. Tissue ATP was 20 and 66% of control values with zero glucose or zero glucose plus lactate, respectively. Consistent with previous findings, incubation of retinas in the absence of glucose caused acute swelling of retinal neurons and release of GABA into the medium at 60 min. These acute toxic affects caused by the absence of glucose were completely prevented by the presence of lactate. At 24 h of recovery following 60 min of zero glucose, many pyknotic profiles were observed and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release into the medium was elevated sevenfold, indicating the extent of cell death. In contrast, no elevation in LDH was found and histology appeared normal in retinas exposed to zero glucose in the presence of lactate. alpha-Cyano-4-hydroxy cinnamate (4-CIN; 0.5 mM), an inhibitor of the monocarboxylic acid transporter and mitochondrial pyruvate carrier, blocked the ability of lactate to maintain ATP and protect retinas from aglycemia but had no effect on ATP or toxicity per se. Derangements in tissue aspartate, glutamate, and glutamine, which were prevented by lactate during zero glucose incubation, were again observed with lactate plus zero glucose in the presence of 4-CIN. However, 0.5 mM 4-CIN alone in the presence of glucose produced similar increases in aspartate and decreases in glutamate and glutamine as observed with zero glucose while having only modest inhibitory effects on [U-(14)C]lactate uptake, suggesting the mitochondrial pyruvate carrier as the main site of action. The above findings show that lactate is readily utilized by the chick retina during glucose deprivation to prevent derangements in tissue amino acids and ATP and retinal neuronal cell death.